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KHARMA EXQUISITE CABLE COLLECTION 
UNCOMPROMISED DESIGN FOR HIGH-END AUDIO CABLES

The Exquisite Speaker Collection uses a combination of Silver anodized parts with Gold trimming details. The Exquisite Cable Collection uses 
this same combination for the cable endings, but adds a new finish at the same time. The cable sleeves are made from genuine black leather 
to bring a new level of craftsmanship. 

At first thought, leather looks like a purely aesthetical addition, but leather at the same time possesses useful mechanical properties. 
Their internal damping coefficient makes leather a good vibration reducing material in combination with the vibration reducing tubing used. 
This all adds up to keep mechanical disturbances away from the hybrid Silver and Nano-Carbon conductors (SNCtm) structure.

Loudspeaker Cable 

The appearance of the Exquisite Loudspeaker cable (KLC-EX-1.0) reflects the level of technological delicacy. The combination of individually 
chambered conductors, vibration reducing tubing, leather sleeves, ultra-effective screening all add up to an undisturbed signal path.  
This signal path is created by the distinctive conductor structure, which is taken one step further than in the Elegance Cable Collection.  
The number of silver-gold conductors is increased together with the measures to minimize the unwanted external electromagnetic interference 
and mechanical vibrations. Furthermore is this cable terminated with high quality silver-gold spades, moulded by a Dutch silversmith who 
further refines the spades one by one.  

Interconnect Cable 

The Exquisite Interlink cable (KIC-EX-1.0 and KDC-EX-1.0) uses solid core silver-gold and carbon conductors. On top of this hybrid SNCtm 
construction, we’ve also made use of various diameter silver gold conductors to build further on in-house developed knowledge.  
Our heritage in this way merges perfectly with cutting edge technology. This conductor structure is protected against mechanical and  
electromagnetic interference by one additional screening layer, adding up to a triple layer screening. Together with the vibration reducing  
tubing and leather sleeves, this forms a serious improvement of an undisturbed signal path. The XLR and RCA plugs both have a delicate 
Kharma design matching the cable endings. The XLR contains sliver plated contact pins, where the RCA even has a pure silver center pin. 

Power Cable 

The Exquisite Power Cable (KPC-EX-1.0) is based on silvered copper conductors in combination with carbon used in a different way.  
The carbon is used for filtering out the skin effect instead of performing as a main conductor. Together with dual layer screening, vibration 
reducing tubing and leather sleeves this power cable is shielded against undesired external interference. The shielded connections are  
based on silver plated plugs, which can be a EU or US version and on the other side an IEC or IEC high-current connector. Blank anodized 
parts and Gold trimming details complete this handcrafted cable.   
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